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Abstract

COVID-19 pandemic poses unprecedented challenges to the world health system,

prompting academics and health professionals to develop appropriate solutions.

Researchers reported different COVID-19 vaccines introduced by institutions and

companies around the globe, which are at different stages of development. However,

research developing an integrated framework for selecting and ranking the optimal

potential vaccine against COVID-19 is minimal. This paper aimed to fill this gap by

using a hybrid methodology based on ELimination Et Choice Translating REality III

(ELECTRE III)–Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Technique of Order Preference Similarity

to the Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) approach to select the optimal SARS-CoV-2 vaccine.

ELECTRE III method yields a fathomable analysis of the concordance index, while GA

is known for its ability to disaggregate decision-making preferences from holistic

decisions. TOPSIS is preferred for picking an ideal and an anti-ideal solution. Thus,

combining ELECTRE III-GA and TOPSIS is considered the best model to assess vac-

cines against the pandemic. The results confirm that the best vaccines rely on a high

level of safety, efficacy, and availability. Our developed evaluation framework can

help healthcare professionals and researchers gain research information and make

critical decisions regarding potential vaccines against the disease.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

At the writing of this paper, more than 12 months have passed since

World Health Organization (WHO) declared Covid-19 a pandemic.

This pandemic has already caused the dramatic loss of millions of lives

around the world. It poses unprecedented challenges to the global

health system, urging the academic world and health professionals to

work quickly on a solution. Studies on SARS-CoV-2 vaccine intentions

showed that the majority of interviewees want to receive a COVID-

19 vaccine. Given the need for a vaccine increasing demand, research

institutions and pharmaceutical corporations used different methods

to design potential COVID-19 vaccines platforms such as non-

replicating viral vector, RNA-based, inactivated virus, protein subunit,

and DNA-based vaccines. For example, Kumar et al. (2021) designed a

promiscuous subunit vaccine from a pathogenic sequence, while

Enayatkhani et al. (2021) developed a multi-epitope through a filtering

pipeline. The reported vaccine of both studies was antigenic and capa-

ble of generating some robust immune responses.

Previous authors also used computational models, and multi-

criteria decision-making (MCDM) approaches to widely inspect the

novel coronavirus vaccine. For instance, Mohammed et al. (2020) used

a decision matrix (DM) that embedded a mix of 10 evaluation criteria

and 12 diagnostic models for COVID-19. An integrated MCDM

method is proposed. The Technique of Order Preference Similarity to

the Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) is applied for benchmarking and ranking

purposes. At the same time, Entropy, used to calculate the weights of

criteria. The results revealed that the benchmarking and selection

problems associated with COVID-19 diagnosis models could be
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effectively solved using the integration of Entropy and TOPSIS. The

linear support vector machine (SVM) classifier is selected as the best

diagnosis model for COVID-19 with the closeness coefficient value of

0.9899 for their case study data. Furthermore, the proposed method-

ology has solved the significant variance for each criterion in terms of

ideal best and worst best value and the issue when specific diagnosis

models have the same ideal best value.

However, our research acknowledges a substantial gap in the use

of MCDM to select COVID-19 vaccines, as noted by Abdelwahab

et al. (2021), despite the fact that Hezam et al. (2021) highlighting the

importance of vaccine classification uses a neutrosophic analytic hier-

archy process (AHP) and TOPSIS method to rank COVID-19 vaccine

alternatives based on priority groups. Consequently, much of the exis-

ting literature focuses on the vaccine distribution process (Jakhar

et al., 2021) instead of considering optimal vaccination approaches

(Moore et al., 2021). ELimination Et Choice Translating Reality III

(ELECTRE III) and genetic algorithm (GA) have reportedly out-

performed common approaches in selecting optimal solutions while

TOPSIS confirms its effectiveness in measuring the relative perfor-

mance for each alternative (Aiello et al., 2013; Chen, 2021; Leyva-

L�opez & Fernández-González, 2003). Therefore, using a hybrid meth-

odology based on ELECTRE–GA and TOPSIS approach can provide

valuable insights into the optimised scenarios building (Marchetti &

Wanke, 2020; Rohaninejad et al., 2015; Vafaeinejad, 2016). Con-

cerning the motivation, our analysis also contributes to emerging liter-

ature studying COVID-19 vaccines, their safety, and effectiveness.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2

details the literature review. Section 3 presents the methodology

used, including data selection and decision-making assessment. Sec-

tion 4 and Section 5 present the empirical case study as well as results

and discussion. Section 6 discusses managerial implications, while the

final Section 7 concludes the analysis and elaborates on the limitations

of the paper.

2 | STATE OF THE ART AND PROBLEM
STATEMENT

2.1 | COVID-19 vaccine development and
effectiveness

The novel COVID-19 pandemic caused by SARS-CoV-2 is a public-

health emergency of international concern, thus calling for the devel-

opment of a safe and effective vaccine to protect against the

infection. It is essential to assess people's intention to be vaccinated.

Studies such as Faasse and Newby (2020) and Head et al. (2020) con-

ducted an online survey to examine the role of perceived risk, media

coverage, and vaccination intentions among thousands of respon-

dents. Findings revealed that the majority of interviewees were

at least moderately concerned about a widespread COVID-19

outbreak. Worrying about the epidemic and closely monitoring media

coverage were consistent forecasting parameters of health protection

behaviours and vaccination intentions. With growing demand, the

availability of a COVID-19 vaccine is touted as the solution to control-

ling the current COVID-19 pandemic, reducing the number of infec-

tions and deaths, and facilitating the resumption of our previous

lifestyle (Abdullahi et al., 2021; Begum et al., 2021).

Scholars reported that many research institutions and pharmaceu-

tical companies have already embarked on the race to develop

COVID-19 vaccines, which involved the adaptive immune system.

Their analysis recoursed to immunoinformatics and advocated a

sequence analysis of the pathogenic strains of SARS-CoV-2 to design

vaccine candidates. These vaccine candidates may provide meaning-

ful, timely directives for an effective vaccine against SARS-CoV-2

(Chen et al., 2021; Kumar et al., 2021; Oyarzun et al., 2021). More-

over, SARS-CoV-2 spike glycoprotein followed by epitopes' use in

constructing a multi-epitope peptide vaccine construct (MEPVC) is

also an attractive candidate for a vaccine, antibodies, and inhibitor

development because of the many roles it plays in attachment, fusion,

and entry into the host cell. The MEPVC revealed robust host immune

system simulation with high immunoglobulins, cytokines, and interleu-

kins (Enayatkhani et al., 2021; Saha et al., 2021).

Other researchers designed and presented different kinds of

vaccines against the novel coronavirus. For instance, Khurana

et al. (2021) and Malabadi et al. (2021) proposed a development

framework of a potential COVID-19 vaccine based on nanotechnol-

ogy. They highlight the utility of nanomedicine in alleviating the

COVID-19 health crisis. In addition, it is also crucial to mention that

previous researchers argued the need to optimise SARS-CoV-2 vac-

cine confidence, availability, and efficacy. For example, Mehrotra

et al. (2021) provide a set of clinical endpoints based on clinical and

statistical reasoning to facilitate a harmonised assessment and com-

parison of the efficacy of novel coronavirus vaccines. Ensuring public

confidence in vaccine safety and effectiveness is also crucial to facili-

tate uptake. Bartsch et al. (2020) apply a computational model of the

U.S. simulating the spread of COVID-19 coronavirus and vaccination

and reveal that the vaccine efficacy has to be at least 60% when vac-

cination coverage is 100%. Moreover, to extinguish an ongoing epi-

demic, the vaccine efficacy has to be at least 60% when coverage is

100% and at least 80% when coverage drops to 75% to reduce the

peak by 85–86%, 61–62%, and 32% when vaccination occurs after

5, 15, and 30% of the population, respectively, have already been

exposed to COVID-19 coronavirus. A vaccine with an efficacy

between 60 and 80% could still obviate the need for other measures

under certain circumstances such as much higher, and in some cases,

potentially unachievable, vaccination coverages.

2.2 | Multiple criteria decision making

So far, we have displayed studies—primarily qualitative research—

examining the demand, availability, and efficacy of COVID-19 vac-

cines. Previous authors also used the MCDM approach, which

involves multiple attributes when dealing with COVID-19 pandemic

and vaccination decisions (Batur Sir, 2021; Clemente-Suárez

et al., 2021; Ni et al., 2021). Mohammed et al. (2020) used a decision
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matrix (DM) that embedded a mix of 10 evaluation criteria and

12 diagnostic models for COVID-19. An integrated MCDM method is

proposed where TOPSIS is applied for the benchmarking and ranking

purpose while Entropy is used to calculate the weights of criteria. The

results revealed that the benchmarking and selection problems associ-

ated with COVID-19 diagnosis models could be effectively solved

using the integration of Entropy and TOPSIS. The linear SVM classifier

is selected as the best diagnosis model for COVID-19 with a closeness

coefficient value of 0.9899 for their case study data. Furthermore, the

proposed methodology has solved the significant variance for each

criterion in terms of ideal best and worst best value, besides issues

when specific diagnosis models have the same ideal best value.

Based on available published evidence and clinical practice, Sayan

et al. (2020) evaluated diagnostic tests of coronavirus disease

(COVID-19) by MCDM methods, namely, fuzzy preference ranking

organisation method for enrichment evaluation (fuzzy PROMETHEE)

and fuzzy TOPSIS. Several parameters such as computerised tomogra-

phy of the chest, CoV-19 antigen detection, and chest X-ray were

evaluated by fuzzy linguistic scale to compare the diagnostic tests.

This scale consists of selected parameters that possessed different

weights, determined by the experts' opinions of the field. The results

indicated that the most effective diagnosis method of COVID-19 was

chest CT. It is interesting to note that the methods consistently used

in diagnosing viral diseases were ranked in second place for the diag-

nosis of COVID-19. Angelis et al. (2021) advocate the need for an

MCDM approach to assessing the value of COVID-19 vaccines, calling

for clinical, manufacturing, and cost aspects to be complemented with

societal value considerations to inform decisions on development,

reimbursement, and pricing of vaccines. Two important implications

can be drawn from the results of this study.

First, the value of COVID-19 vaccines should be estimated

against other health interventions, which can be informed by

large-scale surveys of public preferences with established method-

ologies such as discrete choice experiments. Second, vaccine pro-

curement costs could be used to derive cost-to-value ratios to

inform resource allocation decisions within a fixed budget, similar

to a portfolio optimisation approach. In addition, Hezam

et al. (2021) highlight the need to identify priority groups when

allocating COVID-19 vaccine doses since they assumed it is almost

impossible to vaccinate everyone. Their methods include the

neutrosophic AHP and TOPSIS. Neutrosophic AHP has been used

to evaluate criteria related to age, health status, a woman's status,

and the kind of job. In contrast, TOPSIS has been employed to rank

the COVID-19 vaccine alternatives. Their results indicate that the

most suitable vaccine for patients and health workers prioritises

other alternative vaccines.

Although much work has been done on the novel coronavirus,

obtaining an integrated solution to limit the current COVID-19 dis-

ease remains challenging. Many studies conducted so far resulted in

the urgent need to develop vaccines. Still, less has proposed a com-

prehensive framework to select and rank those potential vaccines

candidates. Our research aims to apply a hybrid methodology based

on ELECTRE III-Genetic Algorithm and the TOPSIS approach to select

and outclass the best SARS-COV-2 vaccines.

3 | METHODOLOGY

This section discusses one possible methodology for assessing

COVID-19 candidate vaccines using indicators. Following Aiello

et al. (2013) and Majumder, Biswas, and Majumder et al. (2020), our

research applied ELECTRE-GA and TOPIS approaches to selected and

outranked candidate vaccines in clinical evaluation aiming at providing

active acquired immunity to the novel coronavirus.

3.1 | Selection of criteria

Identifying appropriate criteria for COVID-19 candidate vaccines is

essential for reliable outcomes. We examined several criteria sets pro-

posed by World Health Organization (WHO), Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention (CDC), U.S. Food and Drug Administration

(FDA), Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations (CEPI), and

Gavi, the Vaccine Alliance. Those indicators are as follows:

3.1.1 | Safety (SAF)

The FDA has issued guidance for the industry on the steps required

for developing and ultimately licensing vaccines to prevent COVID-

19—these are the same rigorous safety standards required for all vac-

cines. We imply that data from animal and human studies support no

apparent risk of enhanced disease in vaccines by safety. Moreover,

we also imply a lack of significant disease enhancement risk supported

by clinical and/or pre-clinical data from relevant/suitable animal

model(s) and unexpected severe findings that could require more

investigations. To calculate vaccine safety, we use a crude ratio from

Whelan (2009). This percentage is defined as the number of subjects

exposed to a vaccine and experiencing a particular adverse event

(such as fever, headaches, muscle pain), n, divided by the total number

of subjects exposed to the vaccine, N, regardless of the duration of

follow-up:

Crude rate CRð Þ¼ n
N
�100

Safety rate SRð Þ¼100�CR

3.1.2 | Efficacy (VEF)

An efficacious COVID-19 vaccine could reduce the likelihood of infec-

tion of an individual, severity of disease in an individual, or degree of

transmission within a population. In other words, it refers to the per-

centage reduction in the incidence of the disease in a vaccinated
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group compared to an unvaccinated group under optimal conditions

(Nichols et al., 2018). We use the following equation from Orenstein

et al. (1985) to estimate vaccine efficacy:

Vaccine Efficacy VEFð Þ¼ARU�ARV
ARU

�100

where ARU is the attack rate of COVID-19 disease in the

unvaccinated population, and ARV relates to the attack rate of the

disease in the vaccinated population.

3.1.3 | Effectiveness (EFF)

Once the efficacy of a vaccine has been asserted, determining its

effectiveness is essential to establish the vaccine's uptake. Efficacy

determines if the vaccine works, whereas effectiveness monitors the

benefits of vaccination for the community. Vaccine effectiveness

refers to preventing COVID-19 disease depending on its potency and

proper administration to individuals capable of responding (Andrew &

McNeil, 2021). It can be measured by considering the percentage of

COVID-19 cases vaccinated (PCV), and the proportion of the popula-

tion vaccinated (PPV) following Cohen et al. (2007).

Vaccine effectiveness EFFð Þ¼1� PCV 1�PPVð Þð Þ
PPV 1�PCVð Þ

3.1.4 | Stability (STA)

Stability data are sufficient to assure delivery of dose to be tested.

The stability of vaccines has a significant impact on the success of

immunisation programmes worldwide. Optimising the use of vaccines

depends heavily on maintaining optimal storage conditions. A vaccine

is now expected to remain stable at standard refrigerator tempera-

tures of 2–8�C (36�–46 �F) for an average period of 1 week while

shipping and long-term storage conditions are expected to remain at

standard freezer temperatures of �20�C (�4 �F; Dadari &

Zgibor, 2021; Dumpa et al., 2019; World Health Organization, 2018).

However, some vaccines are sensitive to freezing, some to heat and

others to light. Therefore, replacing a traditional models of vaccine

stability with a version that yielded cost-saving appears to be more

appropriate in appraising vaccine stability as Lee et al. (2017) pro-

posed. This refers to the relative stability (r) of the vaccine i, which is

the ratio between the minimum costs associated with other vaccines

and vaccine i. PC, TC, and SC refer to procurement, transport, and

storage costs, respectively.

Relative stability rð Þ¼ m
Costi

Costi ¼PCiþTCiþSCi

m¼Min Costið Þ

The proposed set of indicators is organised into measurement

units and information sources, as shown in Table 1.

An evaluation of coronavirus vaccine candidates has been per-

formed using two multi-criteria approaches. The first one is based

on ELECTRE III, whose first version was proposed by Bernard Roy

and his colleagues at the SEMA consultancy company. The ELEC-

TRE III method was chosen in our work because it provides a simple

and understandable analysis of the Concordance index. Indeed, the

fundamental basis of the ELECTRE methodology is a pairwise com-

parison between alternatives using two types of indices: Concor-

dance and Discordance. For each ordered pair of options (A, B),

Concordance and Discordance indices are assigned. A Concordance

index referred to the measurement of the arguments in favour of A

outranks B, and a Discordance index may shed some doubt upon

the latter statement (Figueira et al., 2016). In other words, this

method aims to obtain a subset or kernel N of project options such

that any action which is not in N is outranked by at least one action

in N (Roy, 2013).

3.2 | ELECTRE III-Genetic algorithm model

3.2.1 | Genetic algorithm

GA are the heuristic search and optimisation techniques that

mimic natural evolution. This algorithm is developed with the

TABLE 1 Review of the selected criteria

Criteria and abbreviation Brief definition Measurement units Information source

Safety (SAF) We imply that data from animal and human studies support no apparent

risk of enhanced disease in vaccines by safety. Adverse event profile

supports advancement to the subsequent phase

0–100 rating score CDC, FDA

Efficacy (VEF) Evidence that the selected dose induces adequate immune responses in

humans that might confer protection.

1–100 rating score CDC, WHO

Effectiveness (EFF) The ability in preventing COVID-19 disease depends on its potency and

proper administration to individuals capable of responding

1–100 rating score WHO

Stability (STA) Stability data are sufficient to assure delivery of dose to be tested 0–100 rating score WHO
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ability to disaggregate preferences of DM from holistic decisions.

The GA generates an initial population conforming to decision var-

iables which are then converted into inter-criteria parameters (see

Figure 1). Each element in the population is evaluated by its

fitness, which concerns the set of inter-criteria parameters that

better represent the decision-making's preference when the set is

used to construct the fuzzy outranking relation, then used in a

multi-criteria classification. Once the GA has passed through all

F IGURE 1 Simple genetic
algorithm adapted from
Sheppard (2017)
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the generations, the final result presents a set of inter-criteria

parameters. When used by ELECTRE III generates rankings similar

or identical to the entry ranking defined by the decision-makers

(Carrillo et al., 2017).

3.2.2 | Procedure of the ELECTRE III-GA

We consider the following steps to derive GA intercriteria parameters

for our proposed ELECTRE III-GA model.

Phase 1: Prepare the input data. Input data refers to the problem,

which is the performance matrix and DM preference. The DM gener-

ates holistic judgments from the paired alternatives (a_b) or as an

order of alternatives. Also, the DM establishes criteria importance,

ordering the best criterion on the first position and the worst criterion

on the last position.

Phase 2: Run the GA. The GA includes the ELECTRE III method

to aggregate DM preference, constructing a valued outranking

relation named preferential model. The GA applies the genetic

operators and evolves the population in each iteration. The fitness

function of the GA is Kendall's rank correlation index.

Phase 3: Consider the inter-criteria parameters as output data.

The outcomes of GA show the best population. This results in differ-

ent sets of inter-criteria parameters, which generates a ranking

corresponding to the preferences of the DM.

3.3 | TOPSIS approach

The second multi-criteria approach we use to evaluate coronavirus

vaccine candidates is TOPSIS. Introduced in 1981, TOPSIS is based on

picking an ideal and an anti-ideal solution and comparing the distance

of each one of the alternatives to those (Chen & Hwang, 1992).

3.4 | Proposed model

As described previously, the search to find a vaccine against COVID-

19 consists of two subprocesses: selecting and ranking problems. In

this paper, vaccines candidates against the novel coronavirus have

been studied. The proposed approach to solve this problem is based

on three major steps: (1) Description of the multi-criteria ranking

problem, (2) Derivation of intercriteria parameters, and (3) Ranking of

the preference order. To implement the first and second steps, the

ELECTRE III-GA model is used, while the last step involves TOPSIS

methodology, as shown in Figure 2.

4 | EMPIRICAL CASE STUDY

The next instance of the ranking problem discusses an empirical study

of the following actual selection and ranking problem.

F IGURE 2 Simplified
representation of our proposed model
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4.1 | Sample data and decision making

Sample data involves 108 COVID-19 vaccine candidates in clinical tri-

als extracted from six major databases, including WHO, U.S. National

Library of Medicine, Chinese Clinical Trial Registry, Pan African Clini-

cal Trials Registry, EU Clinical Trials Register, and Australian

New Zealand Clinical Trials Registry (ANZCTR) websites as 30 July

2021. Those 108 applicants are labelled as A1, A2…, A108. In addi-

tion, we have conducted personal online interviews with six profes-

sionals, including a medical doctor, a public health nurse, and four

University students. The medical doctor is a graduate of the Univer-

sity of Notre Dame. He trained in internal medicine at the University

of Southern California. He is a clinical associate professor at Florida

State University College of Medicine. The second participant worked

as a frontline health employee at Little Haiti Health Center for more

than 10 years. The university students are all from Taiwan.

4.2 | Threshold values and criteria weights

Using the original ELECTRE method, performance matrix, thresholds,

weights (relative importance of the criteria), and final ranking were

calculated and presented in this subsection. The DM was supported in

defining its preferences and uncertainties through the indifference

threshold (q), the preference threshold (p), and the veto threshold

(v) for all five criteria by using a linear format. We define two columns

of numeric values for each threshold, one for the slope (label begin-

ning by alpha) and another for the interception (label beginning by

beta), as shown in Table 2.

Evaluation and prioritisation of COVID-19 candidate vaccines

developed by WHO are considered here. We complete the data prep-

aration by imposing a direction of evaluation for each criterion and a

direction of definition for each threshold, as shown in Table 3. All

applicants were also evaluated by the experts using the criteria and

scale. All criteria were treated as quantitative ones.

5 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

5.1 | Derivation of intercriteria parameters and
outranking using ELECTRE III-GA process

Based on the additional information pointed out, we applied ELECTRE

III to construct a fuzzy outranking relation. The credibility matrix indi-

cates the reliability of the outranking hypothesis. Suppose the

concordance index is greater than or equal to the discordance index

for all criteria. In that case, the degree of credibility is equal to the

concordance index. If the concordance index is strictly lower than

the discordance index, then the degree of credibility is equal to the

concordance index lowered to the importance of these discor-

dances. Then, each alternative is linked with the other alternative

with two arrows related to the credibility index. The distillation pro-

cedure is then used to outrank the alternatives. The name distillation

has been chosen for the analogy with alchemists, who distill liquid

mixtures to extract a magic ingredient. Moreover, we used Python

to run the GA to exploit the outranking relation and derive a final

ranking of the alternatives in decreasing the order of preferences.

The computation in the GA was realised with the following parame-

ters: chromosome_length = 10; population_size = 47; max-

imum_generation = 200. Final results can be presented as follows:

A10 (P = 46; NP = 0), A16 (P = 44; NP = 1) and A41 (P = 44;

NP = 1) having the least non-preference score are at the most pref-

erable alternatives while A42 (P = 1; NP = 43), A44 (P = 1;

NP = 44) and A26 (P = 0; NP = 46) are considered as the least pref-

erable alternatives. Alternatives like A7, A9, A33, and A37 share the

same preference score of 40 (P = 40). Likewise, labels A1, A5, A8,

A36, and A38 are preferred 35 times compared to other alternatives.

A preference score of 21 is shared between labels A15, A17, and

A25, while alternatives A27, A40, and A46 are preferred 15 times

compared to others (Table 4).

5.2 | Ranking results by TOPSIS method

From the ELECTRE III-GA model, we extracted 15 actions based on

Preference (P > 30) and Non-preference (NP < 15), as presented in

Table 5. Then, we used Excel Spreadsheet to determine the weighted

normalised decision matrix and Python compiler to plot the Ideal and

anti-ideal solutions (Figure 3).

Table 6 ranks the novel coronavirus vaccines. According to our

model, the best COVID-19 vaccine is BNT162b2, with a relative

TABLE 2 Threshold values
Criterion αq βq αp βp αv βv

C1. Safety (SAF) 0.08 �2000 0.13 �3000 0.9 50,000

C2. Efficacy (VEF) 0.02 0 0.05 0 0 0

C3. Effectiveness (EFF) 0.1 �0.5 0.2 �1 0.5 3

C4. Stability (STA) 0 3 0 5 0 15

TABLE 3 Evaluation/threshold direction and criteria weights

Criterion

SAFF VEF EFF STA

Weight 2.5 2.5 1.0 1.5

Criteria evaluation direction 1 1 1 1

Threshold direction �1 1 1 1
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closeness of 0.96. It is designed by Pfizer, one of the world's largest

pharmaceutical companies, based in New York, collaborating with

German biotech company BioNTech. This vaccine candidate is based

on the injection of extracts of the genetic material of a virus, in this

case, messenger RNA (mRNA), into human cells. It stimulates the pro-

duction of viral proteins that mimic the coronavirus, causing the

immune system to recognise its presence. Any successful vaccine

based on this technology would be the first mRNA vaccine approved

for human use. This vaccine requires two doses 21 days apart.

The second-best vaccine showed a relative closeness of 0.92. It

was introduced by the Massachusetts-based biotech company,

Moderna Therapeutics in collaboration with the National Institutes of

Health under the name mRNA-1273. This vaccine candidate also

relies on injecting snippets of mRNA into human cells to trigger an

immune response. This vaccine requires two doses, 4 weeks apart.

JNJ-78436735 (relative closeness of 0.80) is the third-best vaccine

against COVID-19. It is implemented by Johnson & Johnson, one of the

world's largest multinational corporations, based in New Jersey, spec-

ialising in healthcare and pharmaceutical products. Johnson & Johnson

is developing an adenovector vaccine, which introduces a piece of DNA

from SARS-CoV-2 into the common cold-causing adenovirus that has

been genetically changed so that it cannot replicate in the body. This

vaccine builds on the technology Johnson & Johnson used to develop

an Ebola vaccine and vaccine candidates for Zika and HIV.

With a relative closeness of 0.80, UB-612, which is the fourth-

best vaccine candidate, consists of the Spike protein S1 subunit

Receptor Binding Domain (RBD) genetically fused to a single chain Fc

domain of human IgG1 (S1-RBD-sFc), combined with proprietary pep-

tides representing T helper (Th) and cytotoxic T-cell (CTL) epitopes on

S2 subunit, Membrane and Nucleocapsid structural protein compo-

nents of SARS-CoV-2. It was built by COVAXX, a subsidiary of United

Biomedical Inc (UBI) headquartered in the United States, in collabora-

tion with German biotech company BioNTech Asia. COVAXX said the

trial is partly supported by a grant from the Ministry of Health and

Welfare in Taiwan of up to NTD 430 million (approximately $15 mil-

lion). It is important to notice how well Taiwan Government's

response to COVID-19 spread. Taiwan has until now contained the

spread of Covid-19.

A biotechnology company named Novavax and based in Gaithers-

burg, Maryland, introduced the NVX-CoV2373. Novavax (relative

closeness of 0.79) has bioengineered the coronavirus spike proteins,

the parts that help the virus invade cells but cannot replicate or cause

COVID-19. Its vaccine candidate combines those proteins into a

TABLE 4 Summary of outranking matrix

Label Vaccine or trial name P NP R

A10 BNT162 46 0 0

A16 INO-4800 44 1 0

A41 UB-612 44 1 0

A7 JNJ-78436735 40 3 0

A9 mRNA-1273 40 3 0

A33 COVAX-19 40 3 0

A37 FINLAY- FR-1 40 3 0

A1 CoronaVac 35 7 1

A5 Ad5-nCoV 35 7 1

A8 NVX-CoV2373 35 7 1

A36 FINLAY-FR-2 35 7 1

A38 EpiVacCorona 35 7 4

A34 ACTRN12620000674932 34 12 0

A18 ZyCoV-D 33 13 0

A20 Covaxin 32 14 0

A45 LNP-nCoVsaRNA 31 15 0

A47 NCT04450004 25 16 5

A2 NCT04053010 25 16 1

A3 BBIBP-CorV 25 16 1

A21 NCT04473690 25 16 1

A28 GRAd-COV2 25 16 1

A35 MVC-COV1901 25 16 1

A29 NCT04552366 24 22 0

A15 ChiCTR2000039462 21 23 0

A17 Covidvax 21 23 0

A25 ACTRN12620000817943 21 23 0

A23 NCT04608305 19 26 1

A12 CVnCoV 18 26 2

A13 NCT04470609 18 27 1

A27 NCT04591717 15 29 0

A40 NCT04546841 15 29 0

A46 ChiCTR2000034112 15 29 0

A30 VXA-CoV2-1 14 32 0

A11 NCT04466085 11 33 2

A14 QazCovid-in 11 33 1

A22 NCT04537208 11 33 1

A31 NCT04569383 10 36 0

A32 NCT04405908 9 37 0

A24 LUNAR-COV19 (ARCT-021) 7 38 0

A39 ChiCTR2000037518 7 38 0

A43 NCT04497298 6 40 0

A6 Sputnik V 4 41 1

A4 AZD1222 3 41 2

A19 GX-19 2 42 2

A42 V590 1 43 2

(Continues)

TABLE 4 (Continued)

Label Vaccine or trial name P NP R

A44 ChiCTR2000037782 1 44 1

A26 bacTRL-Spike 0 46 0

Note: R means that an alternative a is not comparable to other

alternatives; P refers to the preference of an alternative over the other

alternatives; NP means how an alternative a is not preferred to the others.
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knucklebone-shaped nanoparticle. This can be injected with its propri-

etary Matrix-M adjuvant—a compound that stimulates immune cells—

to elicit an immune response. The vaccine is administered in two

doses, 21 days apart.

INO-4800 (relative closeness: 0.79), introduced by the Ameri-

can biotechnology company, Inovio Pharmaceuticals is the sixth-

best vaccine candidate against COVID-19 according to our model.

It is a DNA vaccine candidate matched to the novel coronavirus

SARS-CoV-2. This vaccine contains the plasmid pGX9501, which

encodes for the entire length of the Spike glycoprotein of SARS-

CoV-2.

6 | MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS

The proposed integrated evaluation framework can be used for a

more effective assessment of coronavirus vaccines alternatives. Con-

sidering assessment is a multidimensional problem by its nature, a sin-

gle model cannot explain the whole evaluation process for deciding

on the most appropriate COVID-19 vaccine candidate. Our study

combined safety, efficacy, stability, implementation, and availability

attributes in a developed vaccine evaluation model to address

this gap.

The reason for integrating ELECTRE and TOPSIS in our model is

their strength in evaluating complex interrelationships among various

aspects and handling internal dependencies (Sangaiah et al., 2017). To

check its validity, the model is assessed by experts to understand its

advantages and drawbacks better. The results align with (Bartsch

et al., 2020), stating that the appropriate vaccine against the disease

should be at least 80% effective.

This developed evaluation framework can help healthcare pro-

fessionals and researchers, especially in developing countries, make

proper judgments and gain research information by examining five

criteria. Thus, the model does not simply follow a traditional

approach and can provide decision-makers with a valuable tool to

collect information in complex relationships that can be useful for

the undecided.

This selection model provided in this study can be used

worldwide. There are some differences that users should keep in

mind when applying this model: the level of importance of the

criteria may vary in different situations. This study can be helpful

to researchers to understand this selection problem better theo-

retically and health officials to better design good evaluation

systems.

TABLE 5 Input data extracted from ELECTRE III-GA computation

Criteria Safety Efficacy Effectiveness Stability

Weight 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25

Input alternatives A10 BNT162 99 98 95 90

A16 INO-4800 99 96 90 85

A41 UB-612 95 96 90 95

A7 JNJ-78436735 99 95 95 90

A9 mRNA-1273 95 95 90 90

A33 COVAX-19 95 95 90 80

A37 FINLAY- FR-1 97 95 90 90

A1 CoronaVac 96 94 95 80

A5 Ad5-nCoV 99 94 90 90

A8 NVX-CoV2373 98 94 90 95

A36 FINLAY- FR-2 95 94 90 90

A38 EpiVacCorona 94 96 80 85

A34 ACTRN12620000674932 98 95 80 75

A18 ZyCoV-D 94 94 80 75

A20 Covaxin 90 93 80 85

F IGURE 3 Ideal solution, anti-ideal solution, and closeness
coefficient
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7 | CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
RESEARCH

7.1 | Conclusions

As the COVID-19 pandemic continues to challenge the global

healthcare system, calling for the development of a safe and effective

vaccine to protect against infection is urgent when we write this

paper. Research institutions and pharmaceutical companies around

the globe have already embarked on the race to develop COVID-19

vaccines, which are at different stages of development. World Health

Organization and other databases identified more than 180 vaccines

in pre-clinical development. This paper aims to evaluate those avail-

able vaccine alternatives and select the most suitable option. In deci-

sion and evaluation processes, there are many factors involving

subjective and qualitative judgments and require different complex

factors. In such processes, MCDM methods can be effectively

employed to choose the most suitable COVID-19 vaccine correctly.

After performing a detailed state of the art and considering expert

opinions, an evaluation model is developed. A hybrid MCDM

approach based on ELECTRE III-Genetic Algorithm integrated with

TOPSIS methodology is considered for selecting the most appropriate

vaccine against the pandemic. The obtained results showed that

BNT162b2 (Pfizer), mRNA-1273 (Moderna Therapeutics), JNJ-

78436735 (Johnson & Johnson), UB-612 (COVAXX), and INO-4800

(Inovio) are ranking among the top and best vaccines against COVID-

19 according to our model.

This study contributes to the literature by extending practical

applications of ELECTRE, Genetic Algorithm, and TOPSIS. ELECTRE III

method provides a simple and understandable analysis of the Concor-

dance index; however, it is time-consuming. A GA is developed

because of its ability to disaggregate preferences of DM from holistic

decisions. For picking an ideal and an anti-ideal solution and compar-

ing the distance of each of the alternatives, TOPSIS is the best model.

Thus, for these reasons, combining ELECTRE III-GA and TOPSIS pro-

vide successful results in reaching strategic decisions.

7.2 | Limitations and future research

Although we have shown an essential contribution to the literature, it

is important to notice some limitations that future research can con-

sider. First, the compilation of 108 vaccine alternatives following the

WHO framework was systematic. Still, our assessment of the inclu-

sion criteria is based on our subjective judgement. Therefore, some

critical criteria such as supply chain, environment, and race are missing

in this review. Future work can extend this framework by considering

other criteria and other databases to perform assessment and evalua-

tion on COVID-19 vaccines.

A second limitation is sensitivity analysis. A sensitivity analysis is

essential to test the robustness of the results obtained from the deci-

sion model by varying the values of the weights and thresholds and

observing the effect on the outcome. Subsequent work may consider

adding a robustness test to check the overall validity of this model.

These limitations can provide future research avenues and can step

on the contributions established by this paper.
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TABLE 6 Final ranking for the Covid-
19 vaccines selection problem

Vaccine name Origin D�
i D�

i C�
i Result-rank

BNT162 Germany/China/USA 0.00 0.07 0.96 1

INO-4800 USA/International 0.01 0.05 0.79 6

UB-612 Taiwan/USA 0.01 0.05 0.80 4

JNJ-78436735 Belgium 0.01 0.05 0.80 3

mRNA-1273 USA 0.01 0.07 0.92 2

COVAX-19 Australia/South Korea 0.02 0.05 0.76 7

FINLAY-FR-1 Cuba 0.03 0.04 0.61 8

CoronaVac China 0.03 0.04 0.59 11

Ad5-nCoV China 0.04 0.03 0.42 12

NVX-CoV2373 USA 0.01 0.05 0.79 5

FINLAY-FR-2 Cuba 0.03 0.04 0.60 9

EpiVacCorona Russia 0.03 0.04 0.59 10

ACTRN12620000674932 Australia/USA 0.07 0.03 0.30 14
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